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Background: Expansins are plant cell wall loosening proteins that are involved in cell enlargement and a variety
of other developmental processes. The expansin superfamily contains four subfamilies; namely, α-expansin (EXPA),
β-expansin (EXPB), expansin-like A (EXLA), and expansin-like B (EXLB). Although the genome sequencing of
soybeans is complete, our knowledge about the pattern of expansion and evolutionary history of soybean
expansin genes remains limited.
Results: A total of 75 expansin genes were identified in the soybean genome, and grouped into four subfamilies
based on their phylogenetic relationships. Structural analysis revealed that the expansin genes are conserved in
each subfamily, but are divergent among subfamilies. Furthermore, in soybean and Arabidopsis, the expansin gene
family has been mainly expanded through tandem and segmental duplications; however, in rice, segmental
duplication appears to be the dominant process that generates this superfamily. The transcriptome atlas revealed
notable differential expression in either transcript abundance or expression patterns under normal growth
conditions. This finding was consistent with the differential distribution of the cis-elements in the promoter region,
and indicated wide functional divergence in this superfamily. Moreover, some critical amino acids that contribute to
functional divergence and positive selection were detected. Finally, site model and branch-site model analysis of
positive selection indicated that the soybean expansin gene superfamily is under strong positive selection, and that
divergent selection constraints might have influenced the evolution of the four subfamilies.
Conclusion: This study demonstrated that the soybean expansin gene superfamily has expanded through tandem
and segmental duplication. Differential expression indicated wide functional divergence in this superfamily.
Furthermore, positive selection analysis revealed that divergent selection constraints might have influenced the
evolution of the four subfamilies. In conclusion, the results of this study contribute novel detailed information about
the molecular evolution of the expansin gene superfamily in soybean.Background
Expansins are encoded by a multi-gene family, and are
composed of a superfamily of plant cell wall loosening
proteins that induce pH-dependent wall extension and
stress relaxation in a characteristic and unique manner
[1]. Expansins were first identified in studies investigat-
ing the mechanism of plant cell wall enlargement, and
were isolated from cucumber hypocotyls [2]. Recently,* Correspondence: yingkaohu@yahoo.com
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other plant species, including oat [3], tomato [4], and
maize [5]. According to the nomenclature proposed by
Kende et al. [6], the expansin superfamily in plants may
be divided into four subfamilies based on phylogenetic
sequence analysis; these subfamilies are designated as
α-expansin (EXPA), β-expansin (EXPB), expansin-like A
(EXLA), and expansin-like B (EXLB). α-Expansin and
β-expansin proteins are known to exhibit cell wall loos-
ening activity, and are involved in cell expansion and
other developmental events; however, expansin-like A. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
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quences [7], with no experimental evidence about their
activity on the cell wall being published [8].
Functional studies have shown that expansins are in-
volved in many developmental processes, such as fruit
softening [9], xylem formation [10], abscission (leaf shed-
ding) [11], seed germination [12], and the penetration of
pollen tubes [13,14]. The plant cell wall is composed of
cellulose microfibrils, which bind to various glycans,
including xyloglucan and xylan. The extension of the
cell wall involves the movement and separation of cellu-
lose microfibrils by the process of molecular creeping.
α-Expansinis hypothesized to promote such movement,
by inducing the local dissociation and slippage of xyloglu-
cans, whereas β-expansin is theorized to work in a similar
manner on a different glycan, perhaps xylan [7]. However,
no assays have demonstrated that expansins have hydro-
lytic activity or any other enzymatic activities [15-17].
Expansin proteins are typically 250–275 amino acids
long, and contain two domains that are preceded by a sig-
nal peptide of 20–30 amino acids in length [7]. Domain I
has significant, but distant, homology to glycoside hydro-
lase family family-45 (GH45) proteins, including a series
of conserved cysteines and a His-Phe-Asp (HFD) motif
that makes up part of the catalytic site of family-45 endo-
glucanases [9,18]. Domain II is distantly related to group-2
grass pollen allergens [9]. Domain II is speculated to be a
polysaccharide binding domain based on conserved aro-
matic and polar residues on the surface of the protein
[18]. Only the crystal structure of one bacterial expansin
[19] and the Zea m 1 in maize [20] have been solved.
The completion of soybean genome sequencing [21]
provides us with an opportunity to improve our under-
standing about the evolution, and other characteristics,
of the expansin superfamily in this plant species. In this
study, we identified the expansin genes in the soybean
genome, and grouped them into four subfamilies. In
addition, the expansion patterns of the expansin gene
family in Arabidopsis, rice, and soybean were examined.
The results indicated that expansin genes in soybean are
generated through tandem and segmental duplication.
Analysis of the transcriptome atlas of soybean expansin
genes in different tissues under normal conditions indi-
cated notable differential expression among subfamilies.
This finding indicates the presence of broad functional
divergence in this superfamily. Critical amino acids that
are responsible for functional divergence were detected.
In addition, the location of the amino acid sites that are
responsible for functional divergence and/or positive se-
lection indicated the conservation of domain I and the
C terminus. The results presented in this study are ex-
pected to facilitate further research on this gene family,
and provide new insights about the evolutionary history
of expansins.Results
Genome-wide identification of the expansin gene
superfamily in soybean
Through soybean genome blast and online software
identification, a total of 75 soybean expansin genes
(Additional file 1) were identified based on expansin no-
menclature [6]. All of the 75 members contained the
two domains (PF03330 and PF01357) based on Pfam
and SMART tests. Proteins that have only one of these
domains, or that did not have an integral open reading
frame, were excluded. The protein sequences (Additional
file 2), coding sequences (CDS) (Additional file 3), gen-
omic sequences (Additional file 4), and 1500 bp of the
nucleotide sequences upstream of the translation initi-
ation codon (Additional file 5) were all downloaded from
the Phytozome database (http://www.phytozome.com).
In addition, the physical positions of the expansin genes
were also obtained from the Phytozome database, and
were used to map them to their corresponding chromo-
somes (Figure 1). The results showed that, with the ex-
ception of chromosomes 8 and 16, expansin genes could
be mapped on all chromosomes from 1 to 20. Chromo-
some 17 had the highest density of expansin genes, with
nine members, whereas chromosome 7, 9, 13, 15, and 20
contained no more than two expansin genes. To clarify
which subfamily (EXPA, EXPB, EXLA, or EXLB) these
expansin genes belonged to, we employed MEGA v5.0
to construct an unrooted phylogenetic tree using the
neighbor-joining (NJ) method, using the entire expansin
protein sequences of soybean, Arabidopsis, and rice
(Additional file 6). Since the expansin genes of Arabi-
dopsis and rice have already been classified, we were able
to classify the soybean expansin genes according to the
clustering exhibited on the phylogenetic tree. The soy-
bean expansin genes were accordingly classified into the
four known subfamilies: α-expansin (EXPA), β-expansin
(EXPB), expansin-like A (EXLA), and expansin-like B
(EXLB). On the basis of the nomenclature rules pro-
posed by Kende et al. [6], we named the 75 expansin
genes in soybean using their loci and the subfamily to
which they belonged. Basic information on all soybean
expansins (including gene name, loci, protein length, sig-
nal peptide length, intron number, pI value, and molecu-
lar weight) is provided in Additional file 1. The 75
expansins in soybean are 218 ~ 309 amino acids long,
with a molecular weight ranging from 23.5 to 33.8kD.
All 75 expansins contain signal peptides of 16 to 31
amino acids in length, except for 10 members that lack
signal peptides. The pI value ranges from 4.5 to 9.8 in
the soybean expansin superfamily, with differences exist-
ing between EXLB and other subfamilies. Almost all of
the members in the EXPA, EXPB, and EXLA subfamilies
have pI values above 7.0, while the pI values of most
members in EXLB are below 7.0.
Figure 1 Chromosomal distribution of soybean (Glycine max) expansin genes. Chromosome size is indicated by its relative length.
Chromosomes bearing no expansin genes (Chromosome 8 and 16) are not showed in this figure. Tandemly duplicated genes are represented
by boxes with blue outlines. Segmental duplicated genes are indicated by red dots on the leftside. The figure was produced using the Map
Inspector program.
Table 1 Sizes of the four expansin subfamilies in different
plants
Species EXPA EXPB EXLA EXLB
*Arabidopsis 26 6 3 1
*Rice 34 19 4 1
Soybean 49 9 2 15
Phaseolus vulgaris 25 6 0 5
Medicago truncatula 16 1 0 1
Note: *Datas collected from the review [7].
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istics of the four expansin subfamilies, we compared the
expansin genes in five plant species (Arabidopsis, rice,
soybean, and two other legumes, Medicago truncatula
and Phaseolus vulgaris). Data on the sizes of the four
subfamilies in Arabidopsis and rice were obtained from
a review [7]. In addition, we conducted genome-wide
identification of the expansin gene superfamily in Medi-
cago truncatula and Phaseolus vulgaris (Additional file 7),
following the same method used for the identification of
the soybean expansin gene superfamily. 36 and 18 expan-
sin genes were identified in the Phaseolus vulgaris and
Medicago truncatula, respectively. We then classified
these expansin genes into four subfamilies according to
the phylogenetic tree (Additional file 7). The results of
the size comparisons of the subfamilies among the five
species are shown in Table 1. The distribution of the
expansin genes in the four subfamilies was rather un-
even. In each of the five species, EXLA had the smallest
subfamily size, while EXPA had the largest subfamily
size (Table 1). The two legumes, soybean and Phaseolus
vulgaris, had much larger EXLB subfamilies (with 15
members in soybean and 5 members in Phaseolusvulgaris) compared to just one member in both Arabi-
dopsis and rice. In contrast, the legume Medicago trun-
catula only had one EXLB member. In addition, the
EXPB subfamily was much larger in rice compared to
the other four dicot species.
Phylogenetic and structural analysis of expansin genes in
soybean
We performed a multiple sequence alignment (Additional
file 8) and constructed a phylogenetic tree of the 75 soy-
bean expansin genes based on their deduced amino acid
sequences (Figure 2). The expansin proteins from the
Figure 2 An analytical view of the soybean expansin gene superfamily. The following parts are shown from left to right. Protein neighbor-joining
tree: The unrooted tree was constructed using MEGA v5.0. The expansin proteins are named from their gene name (see Table 1). Gene structure: The
gene structure is presented by green boxes that correspond to exons, and linking black lines that correspond to introns, while the blue line refers to
the 5′-UTR and 3′-UTR. Motif compositions: The colored boxes represent the motifs in the protein, a total of 10 types of motifs were found in these 75
expansin genes, as indicated in the table on the right-hand side. The scale at the top of the image may be used to estimate motif length. aa, amino
acids. A detailed motif introduction is shown in Additional file 9.
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classification was found to be consistent with the motif
locations and exon-intron organizations among the four
subfamilies.
As displayed schematically in Figure 2, 10 types of
motif (Additional file 9) were detected. The type, order,
and number of motifs were similar in proteins of the
same subfamily, but differed to proteins in other sub-
families. In the EXPA subfamily, 85.7% (42 out of 49) of
members shared the same eight motif components
(motif 1 to 8) in the same order, which was significantly
different to that of the other three subfamilies in which
the members lacked motifs 3 and 7. Moreover, motif 10was present in all genes of all subfamilies, except EXPA.
Consequently, the motif distribution in EXPA was sig-
nificantly different to that in the other three subfamilies,
leading to the subfamilies EXPB, EXLA, and EXLB hav-
ing a closer evolutionary and phylogenetic relationship.
However, most expansins (77.8%; 7 of 9) in the EXPB
subfamily contained motif 2, which was present in all
expansins of the EXPA subfamily, but not in the EXLA
and EXLB subfamilies. This finding indicates that EXPA
and EXPB have a closer evolutionary and phylogenetic
relationship compared to EXPA with the EXLA/EXLB
subfamilies. Therefore, it indicates that the motif loca-
tions of expansins belonging to the same subfamily are
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from the four subfamilies.
The exon-intron organization of the expansin genes in
soybean was examined by comparing the predicted cod-
ing sequences (CDS) with their corresponding genomic
sequences through the online software GSDS (http://
gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn/), to obtain more insights about their
possible gene structural evolution. Because an ATG se-
quence is located near to the first initiation codon of
GmEXLB10, the software GSDS recognized the subse-
quent ATG as the initiation codon. Thus, the exon-
intron organization of this gene was preceded by a short
5′-UTR, whereas in other genes it was not (Figure 2).
Our results showed that genes in the same family gener-
ally have similar exon-intron structures, with the same
number of exons. For example, all genes from the EXPB
and EXLA subfamilies contain four exons, most genes
from the EXPA subfamilies contain three exons, while
the genes from EXLB families contain five exons. In
turn, this finding supported the classification of the
expansin genes in soybean. Moreover, this result reflects
the divergence in the gene structure of the four subfam-
ilies. In addition, variations are present in the exon-intron
structure of genes from the EXPA and EXLB subfamilies,
with several genes containing different numbers of exons.
Most of the expansin genes in the EXPA subfamily con-
tain three exons, while the remainder contains two or four
exons. This variation might have resulted from the loss or
gain of exons over a long evolutionary period. Further-
more, comparison of the exon-intron structure among
genes from the four subfamilies indicated that the EXPB
and EXLA subfamilies are more conserved compared to
the EXPA and EXLB subfamilies.
The results of the phylogenetic and structural analysis
revealed that each of the four subfamilies was conserved,
and that there was also broad diversification among sub-
families. The high degree of sequence identity and simi-
lar exon-intron structures of expansin genes within each
family indicates that the soybean expansin superfamily
has undergone gene duplications throughout evolution.
As a result, the expansin gene families contain multiple
copies that might partially or completely overlap in func-
tion, with the analysis of the soybean gene expansion
and expression pattern in this study supporting this
hypothesis.
Analysis of expansin gene expansion pattern
Gene duplications are considered to be one of the pri-
mary driving forces in the evolution of genomes and
genetic systems [22]. Duplicated genes provide raw ma-
terial for the generation of new genes, which, in turn,
facilitate the generation of new functions. Segmental
duplication, tandem duplication, and transposition events,
such as retroposition and replicative transposition [23],are considered to represent three principal evolutionary
patterns. Of these patterns, segmental and tandem dupli-
cations have been suggested to represent two of the main
causes of gene family expansion in plants [24]. Segmental
duplications multiple genes through polyploidy followed
by chromosome rearrangements [25]. It occurs most fre-
quently in plants because most plants are diploidized poly-
ploids and retain numerous duplicated chromosomal
blocks within their genomes [24]. Tandem duplications
were characterized as multiple members of one family
occurring within the same intergenic region or in neigh-
boring intergenic regions [26]. In this study, we defined
tandem duplicated genes as adjacent homologous genes
on a single chromosome, with no more than one interven-
ing gene. For this analysis, we focused on segmental and
tandem duplication events. To gain a greater insight about
the expansion pattern of soybean expansin genes in this
huge gene family, we identified tandem duplicated clusters
based on the gene locus, and searched the Plant Genome
Duplication Database [27] to locate segmentally duplicated
pairs. We searched for contiguous expansin genes in both
the sharing and neighboring regions. We found that 11
out of 75 genes (14.7%) in this family are tandem repeats
in soybean (Figure 1), indicating that tandem duplications
have contributed to the expansion of this family. We also
tested the hypothesis that segmental duplication events
play an important role in the evolution of the expansin
superfamily in soybean. We searched each soybean expansin
gene in PGDD (http://chibba.agtec.uga.edu/duplication/),
and found that 68% (51 of 75) of genes are involved in seg-
mental duplication (Figure 1). Of interest, when we com-
pared the 51 segmentally duplicated genes identified in
our study with the results of Du et al. [28,29], 40 (78.4%;
40 of 51) expansin genes originated from whole genome
duplications (WGDs), while the remaining 11 (21.6%;
11 of 51) expansin genes were singletons (GmEXPA2,
GmEXPA8, GmEXPA17, GmEXPA21, GmEXPA22, GmEX
PA23, GmEXPA29, GmEXPA43, GmEXPA45, GmEXPA47,
and GmEXPA49). This finding indicates that the remaining
11 segmentally duplicated expansin genes might be derived
from independent duplication events. Therefore, part of the
expansin genes in soybean was retained after WGDs. Previ-
ous studies have suggested that the genes retained as dupli-
cated pairs after WGD events tend to belong to specific
classes, such as transcription factors and members of large
multiprotein complexes [30-32], which supports the results
of the present study.
In parallel, we calculated the 4DTv of these tandem-
duplicated gene pairs (Table 2) using PAML v4.4. The
4DTv values ranged from 0, for recently duplicated pep-
tides, to 0.5, for paralogs with an ancient evolutionary
past. The results showed that all of the 4DTv values
were around 0.2, much larger than 0. Hence, we de-
duced that the tandem-duplicated gene pairs may have
Table 2 Genes involved in tandem duplication and their
4DTv values
Tandem duplicated gene pairs Chromosome 4DTv value
GmEXPA13 & GmEXPA14 6 0.1209
GmEXPB4 & GmEXPB5 10 0.2139
GmEXLB4 & GmEXLB5 5 0.1747
GmEXLB4 & GmEXLB5 5 0.1925
GmEXLB5 & GmEXLB6 5 0.2218
GmEXLB11 & GmEXLB12 17 0.2180
GmEXLB11 & GmEXLB12 17 0.3312
GmEXLB11 & GmEXLB12 17 0.2881
GmEXLB12 & GmEXLB13 17 0.2881
GmEXLB12 & GmEXLB13 17 0.2881
GmEXLB13 & GmEXLB14 17 0.2411
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map, two large tandem-duplicated gene clusters from
the EXLB families are present on chromosome 5 and 17;
thus, chromosome 17 is the chromosome with the high-
est density of expansin genes in soybean. Obviously,
the duplication events, particularly tandem duplication,
might result in the uneven distribution of expansin
genes on chromosomes, to a certain extent. In addition,
we used Ks as a proxy for time, and the conserved flank-
ing protein coding genes to estimate the dates of the
segmental duplication events. The mean Ks values and
the estimated dates for all segmental duplication events
corresponding to expansin genes are listed in Table 3.
The segmental duplication events in soybean appear to
have occurred during two relatively recent key periods,
10–25 mya and 40–65 mya, except for the independent
duplication events. These inferences are consistent with
the ages of the soybean genome duplication events,
which occurred at approximately 59 and 13 million years
ago [21]. This is compatible with our result that 40
(78.4%; 40 of 51) of the expansin genes originated from
WGDs according to the data from Du et al. [28,29].
Therefore, our findings indicate that most of genes in-
volved in segmental duplication are a result of whole
genome duplication events, while the remainder may
have arisen as a result of separate segmental duplication
events.
Overall, these results indicate that the expansin gene
superfamily has expanded by both segmental and tan-
dem duplication, particularly segmental duplication. Fur-
thermore, most of the genes involved in segmental
duplication were retained after WGDs.
Expression analysis of expansin gene superfamily in
soybean
The recently developed RNA-Seq web-based tools, which
include gene expression data across multiple tissues andorgans, allow for characterization and comparison of the
gene transcriptome atlas in soybean. Consequently, dis-
tinct transcription abundance patterns are readily identifi-
able in the RNA-Seq atlas dataset for soybean expansin
genes. The RNA-Seq atlas data of soybean expansin genes
(Additional file 10) were downloaded from Soybase
(http://soybase.org/soyseq/). However, six expansin genes
(GmEXPB2, GmEXLB4, GmEXLB6, GmEXLB14, GmEX
LB10, and GmEXLB11) lacked RNA-Seq atlas data, which
might indicate that these genes are pseudogenes, or are
only expressed at specific developmental stages or under
special conditions. The RNA-Seq atlas analysis indicated
that many of the soybean expansin genes exhibited low
transcript abundance levels. We observed that the accu-
mulation of expansin gene transcripts was associated with
different tissues, and that the expression patterns differed
among each expansin gene member (Figure 3). In soybean,
31% (23 of 75) of the analyzed expansins were constitu-
tively expressed in all of the seven tissue types examined.
This finding indicates that expansins are involved in mul-
tiple processes during the development of soybean. In
contrast, most soybean expansins exhibited preferential
expression. The RNA-Seq atlas data revealed that the ma-
jority (72%; 54 of 75) of soybean expansins exhibit tran-
script abundance profiles with marked peaks in only a
single tissue type. This result indicates that these expan-
sins function as cell wall loosening proteins, and are
limited to discrete cells or organs. Approximately 25%
(total n =75 ), 20%, 13%, 11%, 9%, and 7% soybean expan-
sins exhibited the highest transcript accumulation level in
root tissue, seed tissue, pod shell tissue, leaf tissue, nodule
tissue, and flower tissue, respectively. The first reported
root-specific soybean expansin gene [33] has a high ex-
pression level in the root, and plays an important role in
the root of soybean. According to the gene loci, it only
corresponds to GmEXPA37 (Glyma17g37990). As shown
in Figure 3, GmEXPA37has a marked peak in the tran-
script abundance profile of root tissue only, which is con-
sistent with previous research [33]. According to the
Libault Atlas [34] (Additional file 11), GmEXPA37 tends
to be expressed in root hairs; hence, it might contribute to
the development of root hairs. The wide expression of
these genes indicates that expansin genes from soybean
are involved in the development of all organs and tissues
under normal conditions. Although expansin genes might
have general, overlapping expression in some instances, in
other cases, expression might be highly specific, and lim-
ited to a single organ or cell type. Some expansins were
only expressed in a single tissue: seven genes (GmEXPA12,
GmEXPA8, GmEXPA2, GmEXLB12, GmEXPA23, GmEX
PA29, GmEXPA36, and GmEXPA47) were only expressed
in root; three genes (GmEXPA7, GmEXPA14, and GmE
XPB5) were only expressed in the seed; two genes (GmE
XLB5 and GmEXPA46) were only expressed in the flower;
Table 3 Estimates of the dates for the segmental





(mean ± s.d.) (mya)
GmEXPA22 & GmEXPA49 6 0.100 ± 0.012 8
GmEXPA8 & GmEXPA47 15 0.119 ± 0.054 10
GmEXPA4 & GmEXPA32 10 0.145 ± 0.024 12
GmEXPA30 & GmEXPA34 20 0.149 ± 0.054 12
GmEXPA24 & GmEXPA27 18 0.157 ± 0.118 13
GmEXPA11 & GmEXPA15 15 0.175 ± 0.141 14
GmEXPA6 & GmEXPA31 13 0.177 ± 0.213 14
GmEXPA9 & GmEXPA13 19 0.188 ± 0.172 15
GmEXPA21 & GmEXPA43 17 0.202 ± 0.166 17
GmEXPA12 & GmEXPA36 16 0.205 ± 0.096 17
GmEXPA2 & GmEXPA23 20 0.239 ± 0.253 20
GmEXPA26 & GmEXPA38 14 0.254 ± 0.219 21
GmEXPA1 & GmEXPA3 5 0.270 ± 0.132 22
GmEXPA18 & GmEXPA28 5 0.296 ± 0.266 24
GmEXPA17 & GmEXPA29 4 0.300 ± 0.179 25
GmEXPA8 & GmEXPA49 4 0.453 ± 0.085 37
GmEXPA16 & GmEXPA35 5 0.477 ± 0.346 39
GmEXPA47 & GmEXPA49 4 0.515 ± 0.139 42
GmEXPA22 & GmEXPA47 8 0.531 ± 0.118 44
GmEXPA8 & GmEXPA22 8 0.539 ± 0.132 44
GmEXPA24 & GmEXPA34 9 0.598 ± 0.189 49
GmEXPA27 & GmEXPA34 9 0.613 ± 0.180 50
GmEXPA24 & GmEXPA30 11 0.617 ± 0.158 51
GmEXPA27 & GmEXPA30 11 0.626 ± 0.155 51
GmEXPA6 & GmEXPA38 4 0.633 ± 0.257 52
GmEXPA2 & GmEXPA36 6 0.650 ± 0.158 53
GmEXPA6 & GmEXPA26 4 0.650 ± 0.177 53
GmEXPA26 & GmEXPA31 4 0.680 ± 0.163 56
GmEXPA23 & GmEXPA36 5 0.685 ± 0.135 56
GmEXPA2 & GmEXPA12 7 0.708 ± 0.099 58
GmEXPA13 & GmEXPA37 7 0.710 ± 0.102 58
GmEXPA9 & GmEXPA37 7 0.763 ± 0.112 63
GmEXPA12 & GmEXPA23 6 0.768 ± 0.078 63
GmEXPA21 & GmEXPA45 3 0.790 ± 0.207 65
GmEXPA43 & GmEXPA45 3 0.817 ± 0.266 67
GmEXPB8 & GmEXPB9 16 0.169 ± 0.077 14
GmEXPB3 & GmEXPB7 6 0.397 ± 0.277 33
GmEXLA1 & GmEXLA2 23 0.167 ± 0.072 14
GmEXLB3 & GmEXLB8 19 0.176 ± 0.117 14
GmEXLB5 & GmEXLB12 8 0.191 ± 0.165 16
GmEXLB7 & GmEXLB15 7 0.202 ± 0.149 17
GmEXLB6 & GmEXLB14 8 0.211 ± 0.179 17
Table 3 Estimates of the dates for the segmental
duplication events of expanin gene superfamily in
soybean (Continued)
GmEXLB2 & GmEXLB9 15 0.236 ± 0.216 19
GmEXLB2 & GmEXLB15 3 0.447 ± 0.029 37
GmEXLB9 & GmEXLB15 3 0.503 ± 0.068 41
GmEXLB3 & GmEXLB6 3 0.513 ± 0.093 42
GmEXLB3 & GmEXLB12 6 0.630 ± 0.117 52
GmEXLB4 & GmEXLB8 4 0.685 ± 0.227 56
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and one gene (GmEXLB15) was only expressed in the leaf.
Our analysis indicated that these genes might be tissue-
specific or, at least, preferentially expressed. Interestingly,
these results showed that more genes of the expansin
gene superfamily might be specifically or preferentially
expressed in the root. Another heatmap (Additional file 11)
based on the Libault Atlas provided more information about
the genes that were preferentially expressed in roots. The
Libault atlas focus on the below ground tissues and provide
more information about the genes highly expressed in the
underground tissues, especially in root, root hair, root tip.
In addition, expansin genes that were clustered in
branches in the heatmap exhibited similar transcript
abundance profiles. However, most of these genes were
not clustered in the phylogenetic tree and were relatively
phylogenetically distinct. Only several small phylogenetic
clades had largely similar transcript abundance profiles,
and were marked on the heatmap in red outlined boxes
(Figure 3). Soybean expansins that have high sequence
similarity and share expression profiles represent good
candidates for the evaluation of gene functions in soy-
bean. Therefore, genes in the red outlined boxes may
have a similar function in the same tissues. For example,
GmEXPA2 and GmEXPA12, which were clustered in the
phylogenetic tree with high sequence similarity only
expressed in the root tissue, which indicates that both
genes may have the same function in the root tissue.
The transcriptome atlas indicated that all four subfam-
ilies of the soybean expansin superfamily were differentially
expressed, which may be associated with the divergence of
the promoter regions of the expansin genes. Promoters in
the upstream region of genes play key roles in conferring
developmental and/or the environmental regulation of
gene expression [35]. Thus, profiles of cis-acting elements
may provide useful information about the regulatory
mechanism of gene expression. A computational tool,
PlantCARE [36], was used to identify cis-acting elements
in the 1500-bp DNA sequence upstream of the translation
initiation codon of expansin genes in soybean. Four types
of cis-acting element were found to be significantly abun-
dant in the promoter region of the soybean expansin gene
superfamily (Additional file 12). The first type of cis-acting
Figure 3 (See legend on next page.)
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Figure 3 Expression profiles of the 75 soybean expansin genes. The hierarchical cluster color code: the largest values are displayed as
the reddest (hot), the smallest values are displayed as the bluest (cool), and the intermediate values are a lighter color of either blue or red. Raw
data were normalized by the following equation: reads/kilobase/million. Pearson correlation clustering was used to group the developmentally
regulated genes. Six genes were excluded from the analysis because they were not expressed in an organ or a period. The red outlined boxes
represent the small phylogenetic clades that had a largely similar transcript abundance profile.
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responsive element, which includes the G-box [37,38],
Box 4 [39], and Box I [40]. The G-box appears to be
the most abundant light-responsive element in soybean
expansin genes, with a mean number of 1.386 copies,
while the G-box is less abundant in EXLB (mean number
of 0.8000 copies) compared to the other three subfamilies.
Another class of cis-acting elements enriched in the
promoter region of expansin genes is the plant hormone-
responsive elements, including the TCA-element [41],
TGA-element [42], and GARE-motif [43]. The salicylic
acid-responsive TCA-element appears to be the most
abundant hormone-related cis-acting element in soybean
expansin genes, indicating that salicylic acid regulates the
expression of some soybean expansin genes. The abun-
dance of the TGA-element and GARE-motif in soybean
expansin genes indicates that auxin and gibberellin also
play roles in regulating soybean expansin gene expression.
Other elements are also related to auxin- or gibberellin-
responsiveness, such as AuxRR-core [44], TGA-box [45],
P-box [46], and TATC-box [47]. These results are consist-
ent with previous studies, which reported that some
expansins are regulated by auxin [48,49] and gibberellin
[50,51]. The third most abundant cis-acting element class
contains elements that respond to external environment
stresses. We observed that most soybean expansin genes
appeared to contain ARE [52], MBS [53], HSE [54], and
TC-rich elements [52]. ARE is an element involved in an-
aerobic induction; hence, we speculated that the anaerobic
regulation of expansin expression could be tissue or devel-
opmental stage depend. The drought-responsive element
MBS is also abundant in the promoter region. With few
exceptions, expansin genes contain at least one copy of
this element (Additional file 12). These results are consist-
ent with the fact that expansin activities have been found
to be influenced by various abiotic stressors, including
drought [55,56] and flooding [57-61]. Circadian elements,
which are involved in circadian control [62], comprise the
fourth class of cis-acting element that was abundantly
found in the promoter region of soybean expansin genes.
PlantCARE analysis showed that soybean expansin genes
contain circadian elements, potentially indicating that
expansin has a distinct diurnal expression pattern [63].
Promoter analysis demonstrated the presence of a diver-
sity of cis-acting elements in the upstream regions of
the soybean expansin gene superfamily. This finding pro-
vides further support for the various functional roles ofexpansins in a wide range of developmental processes
related to cell wall modification.
These results indicate that the 75 expansin genes in
soybean display differential expression in the four sub-
families, either in the abundance of their transcripts
or in their expression patterns under normal growth
conditions.
Functional divergence analysis of soybean expansin
proteins
Functional divergence among the subfamilies of the soy-
bean expansin superfamily was inferred by posterior
analysis using the program DIVERGE v2.0. The posterior
probability (Qk) of divergence at each site was calculated
to predict the location of certain critical amino acid sites
(CAASs) [64] that are highly relevant to functional
divergence. In our study, two types of functional diverge-
nence were estimated. Type-I functional divergence
refers to the evolutionary process resulting in a site-
specific shift in the evolutionary rate after gene duplica-
tion, whereas Type-II functional divergence refers to the
site-specific amino acid physiochemical property shift.
These methods have been extensively applied to the re-
search of various gene families, as they are not sensitive
to the saturation of synonymous sites [64-66]. The esti-
mate was based on the neighbor-joining tree constructed
from all of the protein sequences of the 75 soybean
expansin genes. In comparison, the subfamily EXLA,
which contains only two members was excluded, be-
cause groups with less than four sequences cannot be
analyzed using this method. Pairwise comparisons of
paralogous expansin genes from the remaining three
subfamilies were carried out, and the rate of amino
acid evolution at each sequence position was estimated.
Our results (Table 4) indicate that the coefficients of
Type-I functional divergence (θI) among the three
expansin subfamilies were strongly statistically signifi-
cant (p < 0.01), with the θI values ranging from 0.498 to
0.783. Hence, significant site-specific changes altered the
selective constraints on expansin members of the super-
family, leading to subgroup-specific functional evolution
after diversification. Type-II functional divergence (θII)
between the subfamilies (EXPA/EXLB) was evident with
an θII value of 0.136 (p < 0.05), which is suggestive of a
radical shift in amino acid properties. The coefficients
of type II functional divergence θ between EXPA/EXPB
and EXPB/EXLB were not that evident, with θII values







Critical amino acid sites Type-II Qk
> 0.95
Critical amino acid sites
θI ± s.e. θII ± s.e.
EXPA EXPB 0.498 ± 0.079 39.742 3 84C,145 V,172 L −0.023 ± 0.259 15 62 T,65 L,103 F,104C,121P,122 M,141G,
143 V,160 F,176 V,177G,190*S,191R,207S
EXPA EXLB 0.783 ± 0.082 91.136 17 45G,54Y,61 N,84C,102 N,104C, 0.136 ± 0.278 53 18A,45G,54Y,56*Q,60 T,61 N,65 L,67 T,69 L,
161 T,165H,167Y,172*L,176 V, 72 N,75S,76C,82I,102 N,104C,106P,107 N,
181D,184*G,185 V,191R,201 W, 120P,125 F,126D,127 L,133*L,137Q,138Y,
202G 145 V,147Y,154R,155R,160 F,162I,165H,
168 F,170 L,175 N,176 V,180G,181D,185 V,
187I,189G,191R,192*T,196*P,199R,201 W,
204 N,205 W,207S,208 N,209 N,210Y,213G
EXPB EXLB 0.572 ± 0.141 14.448 0 none −0.081 ± 0.298 13 54Y,63A,67 T,103 F,106P,121P,125 F,126D,
134R,137R,140A,175 N
Note: θI and θII, the coefficients of Type-I and Type-II functional divergence;
LRT, Likelihood Ratio Statistic;
Qk, posterior probability;
*Sites also responsible for the positive selection;
Sites in bold means they are responsible for both type-I and type-II functional divergence.
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errors. Hence, the relative importance of Type-I and
Type-II functional divergence appears to be different re-
garding the functional divergence of subfamilies of the
soybean expansin superfamily.
Furthermore, we predicted that some critical amino acid
residues are responsible for functional divergence, with
suitable cut-off values being derived from the Qk of each
comparison. Given that too many functional divergence-
related residues (data not shown) were identified by
DIVERGE2 when the empirically Qk value 0.8 was used as
a cutoff value, we used Qk > 0.95 to predict CAASs to ex-
clude other sites for further analysis. As a result, a total of
19 CAASs were predicted through type-I functional diver-
gence analysis, whereas 63 amino acid sites with fairly high
probability (Qk > 0.95) were identified through type-II
functional divergence analysis, which is indicative of a rad-
ical shift in evolution rate and amino acid properties to
some extent. Furthermore, 12 amino acids are crucial for
both the type-I and the type-II functional divergence, indi-
cating that shifts in evolutionary rates and altered amino
acid physicochemical properties co-occurred at the these
amino acid sites. Hence, these sites probably played im-
portant roles in functional divergence during the evolu-
tionary process. In addition, we also noticed that the
number of predicted sites (Table 4) within each pair differs
between type-I and type-II functional divergence; namely,
more CAASs were identified by type-II functional diver-
gence within each subfamily pair. Hence, the functional
divergence between the genes of the two groups is mainly
attributed to rapid changes in amino acid physiochemical
properties, followed by the shift in the evolutionary rate.Besides, in contrast with EXPA/EXPB and EXPB/
EXLB, EXPA/EXLB had relatively larger coefficients of
functional divergence (θI & θII) and much more sites
that were related to functional divergence. Hence, the
functional divergence that exists between EXPA and
EXLB is more significant compared with that present in
EXPA/EXPB and EXPB/EXLB, although no biological or
biochemical function has yet been established for any
members of EXLB [8]. In addition, we also deduced that
a lesser degree of functional divergence occurred within
EXPA/EXPB and EXPB/EXLB based on the coefficients
of functional divergence and the number of identified
CAASs. Hence, EXPB and EXLB have a much closer
phylogenetic relationship compared with EXPA and
EXLB, which was also indicated by the motif analysis.
The motif analysis showed that the EXPA subfamily has
a clearly different motif organization compared to the
other two subfamilies, whereas the EXPB and EXLB sub-
families shared similar types and numbers of motifs.
Positive selection analysis
To test the hypothesis of positive selection in soybean
expansin genes, we used the site model and the branch
site model in the CODEML program of the PAML
v4.4 software package [67]. The substitution rate ratios
of non-synonymous (dN or Ka) versus synonymous
(dS or Ks) mutations (dN/dS or ω) were calculated. The
Ka/Ks ratio should be 1 for genes subject to neutral selec-
tion, <1 for genes subject to negative selection, and >1
for genes subject to positive selection [68]. In the site
model, codon site models M0, M3, M7, and M8 were
implemented, using likelihood ratio tests to test whether
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sites. M0 is the one-ratio model that assumes one ω ra-
tio at all sites. In the discrete model (M3), the probabil-
ities (p0, p1, and p2) of each site were submitted to
purifying, neutral, and positive selection, respectively,
and their corresponding ω ratios (ω0, ω1, and ω2) were
inferred from the data. The Beta model (M7) is a null
test for positive selection, assuming a Beta distribution
with ω between 0 and 1. Finally, the Beta & ω model
(M8) add one extra class with the same ratio ω1 [69]. In
our study, two pairs of models (M0/M3 and M7/M8)
were selected and compared (Table 5). First, models M0
and M3 were compared, using a test for heterogeneity
between codon sites in the dN/dS ratio value, in which
twice the log likelihood difference, 2Δℓ = 560, would in-
dicate a strongly statistically significant result (p < 0.01),
reflecting large selective pressure on the soybean expan-
sin superfamily; namely, soybean expansin has under-
gone strong positive selection. The comparison of M3
versus M0 revealed that none of the codon sites ap-
peared to be under the influence of positive selection
(ω > 1). In contrast, the comparison of M7 (beta) and
M8 (beta + ω > 1), which is considered to be the most
stringent test of positive selection [70], indicated that
~0.001% codons fell within an estimated ω value of
2.02644 (which is suggestive of positive selection). On
the basis of the Bayesian posterior probabilities, 14
codon site candidates (42G, 43 T, 123H, 146S, 153R,
166S, 172 L, 184G, 186A, 190S, 195 M, 196P, 198S, and
203Q) for positive selection were identified from the
M8 models. Of these sites, eight positive selection sites
were at the 0.01 significance level, while the remainder
was at the 0.05 significance level. Four amino acid resi-
dues (172 L, 184G, 190S, and 196P) that were identified
in the site-model were also responsible for functional
divergence; namely, 172 L and 184G were responsible
for type-I functional divergence, while 190S and 196P
were responsible for type-II functional divergence.Table 5 Tests for positive selection among codons of expansi
Models pa Estimates of parameters InL
M0 1 ω = 0.133 −14554
(one-ratio)
M3 5 p0 = 0.22607 p1 = 0.55054 p2 = 0.22339 −14274
(discrete) ω1 = 0.02570 ω2 = 0.11359 ω3 = 0.33505
M7 2 p = 0.99176 q = 5.71801 −14266
(beta)
M8 4 p0 = 0.99999 p = 0.61117 q = 1.88462 −16630
(beta&ɯ) (p1 = 0.00001) ω = 2.02644
Note: aNumber of parameters in the ω distribution.
bPositive-selection sites are inferred at posterior probabilities > 95% with those reac
*Sites were also found to be implicated in the functional divergence.In the branch site model, ω is allowed to vary both
among sites in the protein and across branches on the
tree, with the aim of detecting positive selection that
only affects a few sites along particular lineages [71].
The branches being tested for positive selection are
referred to as the foreground branches, while the
remaining branches on the tree are referred to as back-
ground branches. The BEB method was implemented to
calculate posterior probabilities (Qks) for site classes if
the LRT indicates the presence of codons under positive
selection on the foreground branch [67]. Each soybean
expansin subfamily was selected as a foreground branch,
to test for positive selection. The results (Table 6) show
that divergent positive selection was detected among the
four subfamilies. When EXPB, EXLA, or EXLB were se-
lected as the foreground branch, the foreground ω values
were fairly large, and nearly all codon site candidates
were identified; however, none of the codons had a pos-
terior probability higher than 0.95, except for 192 T,
which had a posterior probability of 0.984 when EXLB
was chosen as the foreground branch. No sites with pos-
terior probabilities higher than 0.95 were found when
the EXPB or EXLA subfamily was chosen as the fore-
ground branch. However, positive selection often acts on
a few sites and in a short period of evolutionary time;
hence, the signal may be swamped by widespread nega-
tive selection [72]. In contrast, when EXPA was chosen
as the forebranch, the foreground ω value (1.32036) was
much lower, and a total of 10 sites (56Q, 133 L, 166S,
169 N, 186A, 172 L, 174 T, 190S, 198S, and 203Q) with
posterior probabilities higher than 0.95 being identified.
These results indicate divergent selective constraints on
the four subfamilies. The EXPB and EXLA subfamilies are
considerably more conserved compared to the EXPA and
EXLB subfamilies. Furthermore, the EXPA subfamily
might have been subject to the strongest positive selection
among the four subfamilies, as the most highly significant
positive sites were detected in this subfamily.n genes using site models
2⊿l Positively selected sitesb
.8 None
.8 560(M3 vsM0) None
.9 Not allowed
.6 4727.4(M8 vsM7) 42G,43T,123H,146S,153R,166S,172L*,
184G*,186A,190S*,195 M,196P*,198S,203Q
hing 99% shown in bold.
Table 6 Parameters estimation and likelihood ratio tests for the branch-site models
Cluster Site class Proportion Backgroudɯ Foregroudɯ Positive selected sitesa
EXPA 0 0.69757 0.12227 0.12227 56Q*,133 L*,166S,169N,186A,172 L*,174 T,190S*,198S,203Q
1 0.07472 1 1
2a 0.20568 0.12227 1.32036
2b 0.02203 1 1.32036
EXPB 0 0.70168 0.12941 0.12941 none
1 0.08281 1 1
2a 0.19276 0.12941 999
2b 0.02275 1 999
EXLA 0 0.43399 0.12875 0.12875 none
1 0.05093 1 1
2a 0.46097 0.12875 999
2b 0.0541 1 999
EXLB 0 0.49513 0.12363 0.12363 192 T*
1 0.05939 1 1
2a 0.39777 0.12363 999
2b 0.04771 1 999
Note: aPositive-selection sites are inferred at posterior probabilities > 95% with those reaching 99% shown in bold.
*Sites were also found to be implicated in the functional divergence.
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Origin of the soybean expansin gene superfamily
Recent research studies have assumed that 70% ~ 80% of
angiosperms have undergone duplication events [73-76].
For example, 90% and 62% of Arabidopsis thaliana and
Oryza sativa loci have undergone duplication events
[22]. As an ancient polyploid, soybean has a highly du-
plicated genome, with nearly 75% of the genes present
occurring in multiple copies [21]. The current investiga-
tion revealed the duplication pattern of the soybean
expansin gene family. Eleven genes were identified as
tandem repeats, indicating that tandem duplication has
also contributed to the expansion of the soybean expan-
sin gene superfamily. In addition, 51 genes were found
to have evolved from segmental duplication, indicating
that segmental duplication probably played a pivotal role
in expansin gene expansion in the soybean genome. The
genome sequencing results revealed that whole genome
duplications (WGD) in soybean occurred at approxi-
mately 59 and 13 million years ago (MYA), which is con-
sistent with results of the present study. We inferred
that expansion of the expansin gene family occurred
along with WGD events, and that these genes were
retained during evolution. Previous research has indi-
cated that rapid functional divergence and the biased ex-
pression of duplicated genes appear to be major factors
promoting their retention in the genome [77-81]. In our
study, significant functional divergence was identified
among the four subfamilies, with duplicated genes exhi-
biting diverse expression. For instance, in one duplicatedgene pair, GmEXPA30 & GmEXPA34, the two genes
were retained after genome duplication events, with only
GmEXPA30 being expressed in the leaf, indicating biased
expression. Similar cases have also been observed in
other segmentally duplicated gene pairs, such as GmEX
PA4 & GmEXPA32, GmEXPA6 & GmEXPA31, and GmE
XPA18 & GmEXPA28. These results further verified our
hypothesis that most of the segmentally duplicated soy-
bean expansin genes have been retained from genome
duplication events. Analysis of the expansion pattern of
the expansin gene superfamily revealed that the soybean
genome had undergone large-scale duplication. Both seg-
mental and tandem duplication are important contribu-
tors to the expansion of the expansin gene superfamily.
We also analyzed the expansion pattern of the expan-
sin superfamily in Arabidopsis (Additional file 13) and
rice (Additional file 14). The results of the present study
showed that 50% (18 of 36) of genes were involved in
segmental duplication, while 27.8% (10 of 36) of genes
were involved in tandem duplication in Arabidopsis. In
comparison, 27.6% (16 of 58) of genes were involved in
segmental duplication and 55.2% (32 of 58) of genes
were involved in tandem duplication in rice. In soybean,
68% (51 of 75) of genes were involved in segmental du-
plication and 14.7% (11 of 75) of genes were involved in
tandem duplication. Hence, we observed that both seg-
mental and tandem duplication have played significant
roles in the expansion of the expansin superfamily in
soybean, Arabidopsis, and rice. Previous studies have
revealed that genes encoding transcription factors and
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following tetraploidy [82]. However, genes influencing
the stress response have an elevated probability of reten-
tion following tandem duplication [83]. Expansin genes
are associated with cell wall enlargement. However,
while these genes are not transcription factors, riboso-
mal components, or genes that influence stress response,
they have expanded through both tandem and segmental
duplication, instead of just one form of duplication or
the other. More intriguingly, we also noticed that the
three species showed species-specific expansion patterns.
For instance, segmental duplication seemed to be the
predominant form of expansion of the expansin gene
superfamilies of the two dicots, Arabidopsis and soy-
bean. In contrast, tandem duplication seemed to be the
predominant form of the expansion way for the expansin
gene family of the monocot, rice.
The much larger family size of EXPB in rice and EXLB in
soybean
Previous studies have shown that β-expansin genes are
particularly numerous and abundantly expressed in
grasses, but are also found in reduced numbers in dicots
[84]. Our results comparing the size of the expansin
gene family in soybean, Arabidopsis, and rice are con-
sistent with these previous studies. The EXPB family in
rice is much larger compared to that of soybean and
Arabidopsis. We also found that the EXLB family is
much larger in soybean compared with Arabidopsis and
rice. However, the EXPA family had the largest size in
all three species. Previous research has shown that major
variations in family size and the distribution of most
gene families are affected by tandem duplications and
segmental duplications [24]. Consequently, we compared
the duplication events of the four subfamilies in the
three species (Table 7). Major variation was exhibited
among the subfamilies and species. The much larger size
of the EXPB family in rice might have been caused by
this family expanding at a different rate compared with
that in the other two species. All of the genes of the
EXPB family in rice were involved in segmental or tan-
dem duplication; however, only four were involved in
both segmental and tandem duplication, whereas only
part of the genes of the EXPB families in soybean and
Arabidopsis were involved in duplication events. Alterna-
tively, from the perspective of adaptiveness, more genes ofTable 7 Duplication events of the four expansin subfamilies i
Segmental duplication
EXPA EXPB EXLA EXLB
Soybean 67.3% (33 of 49) 44.4% (4 of 9) 100% (2 of 2) 73.3% (11 of
Arabidopsis 61.5% (16 of 26) 33.3% (2 of 6) 0% (0 of 3) 0% (0 of 1
Rice 14.7% (5 of 34) 47.4% (9 of 19) 50% (2 of 4) 0% (0 of 1the EXPB subfamily in rice might be retained after duplica-
tion events, whereas the EXPB subfamily in soybean and
Arabidopsis were subject to large-scale gene loss, leading
to fewer EXPB genes being retained. Thus, the higher
degree of expansion and retention of the EXPB family in
rice caused it to become much larger. Similarly, the higher
degree of expansion and retention might also explain the
much larger size of the EXLB subfamily in soybean. Our
results indicated that tandem duplication was the predom-
inant contributor to the expansion of the soybean EXLA
subfamily and 74% genes in EXLB that were involved in
tandem duplication, and may be retained over a long
evolutionary period. However, the genes of the EXLB
subfamilies in Arabidopsis and rice were not involved in
segmental or tandem duplication events. Therefore, both
segmental and tandem duplication events contributed to
the ever-expanding EXLB subfamily in soybean.
Recent research has shown that Zea m 1 (EXPB1 from
maize) and orthologous group-1 pollen allergens in other
grasses are highly abundant in pollen. These genes may in-
duce extension only in grass cell walls, but are not effect-
ive on the walls of dicots, aiding the penetration of the
pollen tube through the stigma and style by softening the
maternal cell walls [9,84]. Moreover, β-expansin genes
are particularly numerous and abundantly expressed in
grasses [84]. In this study, we deduced that the size of the
rice EXPB subfamily has increased to adapt to specific
functional needs during the long evolutionary timeframe.
Alternatively, more genes of the rice EXPB subfamily
might have been subjected to a higher degree of post-
duplication retention for important functions in rice
development. In comparison, the genes of the EXPB sub-
family of the other two species might have undergone
large-scale gene loss during evolution. The even larger size
of the EXLB subfamily in soybean might also reflect adap-
tations to certain functions or environments. Hence, the
EXLB members might have a special function in soybean
development; however, experimental evidence has yet to
establish their activity in the cell wall [8].
Functional divergence and positive selection analysis
Gene duplications are considered to be one of the pri-
mary driving forces in the evolution of genomes and
genetic systems [22]. Typically, an amino acid residue is
highly conserved in one duplicate gene, but highly vari-
able in the other one [85]. Amino acid site mutation isn Soybean, Arabidopsis andrice
Tandem duplication
EXPA EXPB EXLA EXLB
15) 4.1% (2 of 49) 22.2% (2 of 9) 0% (0 of 2) 46.7% (7 of 15)
) 23.1% (6 of 26) 33.3% (2 of 6) 66.7% (2 of 3) 0% (0 of 1)
) 52.9% (18 of 34) 73.7% (14 of 19) 0% (0 of 4) 0% (0 of 1)
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contributing to the functional divergence of duplicated
genes [30,80,86,87]. Through the functional divergence
analysis, critical amino acid sites (Table 4) were detected.
These sites are major contributors to the functional
divergence among the four soybean subfamilies. Rapid
functional divergence and the biased expression of dupli-
cated genes is expected to promote retention of the gene
of the two homologs, or homoeologs derived from
WGD [77-81]. In our study, the expansin gene super-
family has undergone large-scale gene duplication, with
many genes being retained after WGD events. Mutations
of duplicated genes, and the subsequent selection con-
straints on them, are expected to lead to functional di-
vergence. At the molecular level, amino acid changes
that result in reduced fitness are removed by negative
selection, whereas changes that increase fitness are
retained by positive selection [88]. Through positive se-
lection analysis, amino acid sites that have undergone
strong positive selection (Tables 5, 6) were also identi-
fied. Finally, we identified seven sites (56Q, 133 L, 172 L,
184G, 190S, 192 T, and 196P) that were responsible for
both functional divergence and positive selection, indi-
cating that these sites were important in the evolution-
ary history of the expansin gene superfamily in soybean.
We used the Swiss-model [89-91] to model the three-
dimensional structure of GmEXPA1 through homology-
modeling, and labeled the seven critical amino acid sites
on it. The 3D structure shows that 172 L and 196P are
located on the surface where two domains come into
contact (Figure 4). Compared with the crystal structure
of Zea m 1 [20], we inferred that 172 L may be involvedFigure 4 Model building of the 3D structure of the soybean expansin
(Protein Data Bank [PDB] code: 2HCZ). Seven critical amino acid sites re
shown to varying degrees in (A), (B), and (C). The figure was produced usi
the seven critical amino acid sites on the 3D structure. The seven sites are
GmEXPA1. Four amino acid sites responsible for both functional divergenc
colored red. Of these amino acid sites, 190S and 192 T may be critical for p
N and C termini. (C) Critical amino acid sites related to the contact of the t
two residues, 172 L and 196P, which may be related to the contact of thein the contact of the two domains of the expansin pro-
tein, because it corresponds to 164 L of Zea m 1, which
is located in a hydrophobic patch associated with the
contact of the two domains, based on Clustal comparison
of the two sequences. Consequently, we inferred that the
non-polar residue 196P might also be involved in the con-
tact of the two domains. It has been speculated that do-
main II is a polysaccharide-binding domain, based on the
presence of conserved aromatic and polar residues on the
surface of the protein [18]. Interestingly, four critical
amino acid sites (133 L, 184G, 190S, and 192 T) are lo-
cated on the surface of the protein (Figure 4); hence, 190S
and 192 T might participate in polysaccharide binding.
While we did not map the other sites responsible for
just functional divergence and positive selection in this
study, we analyzed the location of these sites based on
the 3D structure of GmEXPA1 (Table 8). The number of
amino acid sites in domain II (the putative polysacchar-
ide binding domain) responsible for either functional di-
vergence or positive selection was clearly considerably
greater than that in domain I, indicating the conserva-
tion of domain I compared to domain II. This difference
might be associated with functional adaptiveness. Previ-
ous studies have shown that pollen EXPBs (group-1
allergens) have a marked loosening action on the cell
walls of grasses, but not those of dicots; however, the re-
verse is true for EXPAs. Therefore, the two forms of
expansin appear to target different components of the
cell wall [13,92]. Consequently, the putative polysacchar-
ide-binding domain (domain II) might have evolved to
adapt to different components of the cell wall, thus pro-
moting functional divergence and much faster evolution.protein (GmEXPA1) based on its similarity to the Zea m 1
sponsible for both functional divergence and positive selection are
ng the Swiss-model and pyMOL programs. (A) The overall view of
labeled in red. (B) View of critical amino acid sites on the surface of
e and positive selection located on the surface of the molecule are
olysaccharide binding of domain II. The gray area represents the
wo domains. Only the two domains are shown to better exhibit the
two domains.













3 6 2 1 1
Domain I 4 29 2 1 1
Linker 0 2 1 0 0
Domain II 11 26 9 9 5
C terminus 0 0 0 0 0
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positive selection were found in the C terminus, indicat-
ing that the C terminusis stringently conserved. In
contrast, six amino acid sites responsible for functional
divergence and three amino acid sites responsible for
positive selection were found in the N terminus, indicat-
ing that this terminus contributes to functional diver-
gence. In addition, the expansins of the N terminus are
subject to variation, which might facilitate the adaptive-
ness of expansins for different functional needs. The
N-terminal extension in EXPB1 from maize contained a
motif (VPPG-PNITT) that was consistently found, with
only minor variation, in group-1 grass pollen allergens,
but not in other EXPBs [20]. While the function of this
N-terminal extension is unknown, it may contribute to
protein recognition, transport, packaging, and the pro-
cessing of the pollen secretory apparatus [20].Conclusions
Previous studies have demonstrated that members of the
expansin gene family play important roles in cell enlarge-
ment and a variety of other developmental processes. The
results of the present study indicate that both tandem and
segmental duplication have contributed to the expansion
of the expansin gene family in soybean. Species-specific
expansion characteristics were identified by comparing the
expansion pattern of the expansin gene families in Arabi-
dopsis, soybean, and rice. Segmental duplication seemed
to be the predominant form of expansion for the expansin
gene superfamilies of the two dicots, Arabidopsis and soy-
bean. In contrast, tandem duplication seemed to be the
predominant form of expansion for the expansin gene
family of the monocot, rice. Furthermore, positive selec-
tion might be the main driving force for the functional di-
vergence of duplicated genes, which might be critical for
facilitating plant responses to various stressors throughout
their evolutionary history. In addition, divergent selection
constraints might have influenced the evolution of the
four subfamilies. The results of this study are anticipated
to further our understanding about the evolutionary pro-
cesses of soybean expansin genes, and to help enhancefunctional genomic studies of expansins in an important
model system.Methods
Identification of expansin superfamily genes in soybean
Thirty-five gene sequences of the expansin superfamily
in Arabidopsis were collected from EXPANSIN CENTRAL
(http://www.personal.psu.edu/fsl/ExpCentral/), and used
individually to blast against the soybean genome database
in Phytozome v9.1 (http://www.phytozome.net/soybean).
Sequences were selected as candidate proteins if their E
value was ≤ 1e-10. Finally, the Pfam (http://www.sanger.ac.
uk/Software/Pfam/) and the Simple Modular Architecture
Research Tool (SMART; http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/
smart/batch.pl) were used to confirm each predicted
expansin protein sequence was an expansin superfamily
member, sharing domain I (PF03330) and domain II
(PF01357). Redundant genes (genes with only one of the
two domains, or with unintegrated ORF) were manually
removed. Putative genes located on different chromosomes
were found for each query sequence. A data file containing
all the information from the target genes (including the
locations on the chromosomes, genomic sequences, full
CDS sequences, protein sequences, and 1500 bp of the nu-
cleotide sequences upstream of the translation initiation
codon) were downloaded from the website Phytozome
(www.phytozome.net). The predicted possible signal pep-
tides were estimated using the SignalP 4.1 server (http://
www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/). Theoretical pI (isoelec-
tric point) and Mw (molecular weight) values were calcu-
lated by ExPASy Compute pI/Mw tool [93-95].Phylogenetic genetic tree construction and structural
analysis
Construction of an unrooted neighbor-joining [96] phy-
logenetic tree and bootstrap analysis were conducted
using the Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis
(MEGA) 5.0 program [97]. Motifs of paralogous expansin
proteins were identified statistically using MEME with de-
fault settings; however, the maximum number of motifs to
find was set at 10. Exon-intron organization of genes from
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comparing predicted coding sequences (CDS) with their
corresponding genomic sequences, using the online soft-
ware GSDS (http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn/).
Analysis of expansin gene expansion patterns
Soybean expansin genes produced a scattered distribu-
tion pattern on chromosomes. In addition, several genes
were clearly adjacent to one another based on their loci.
Therefore, we focused on the process of segmental and
tandem duplication. According to Schauser et al. [98],
an effective way to detect a segmental duplication event
is to identify additional paralogous protein pairs in the
neighborhood of each family member. Consequently, the
synteny blocks of each expansin member were searched
in the Plant Genome Duplication Database [27]. Each
expansin member was searched in the Plant Genome
Duplication Database to identify whether it was involved
in segmental duplication. Tandem duplications of the
expansin genes in the soybean genome were identified by
checking their physical locations on individual chromo-
somes. Tandem duplicated genes were defined as adjacent
homologous genes on a single chromosome, with no more
than one intervening gene. For example, Glyma17g15670/
Glyma17g15680/Glyma17g15690/Glyma17g15710 were
identified as tandem duplicated gene clusters.Dating the duplication events
The Plant Genome Duplication Database directly pro-
vides the Ka and Ks with the corresponding duplicated
gene pairs. When dating segmental duplication events,
all available anchor points with Ks values between 0 and
1 were used to calculate the average Ks. However, dupli-
cated gene pairs with fewer than three anchor points
were deleted. The approximate date of the duplication
event was calculated using the mean Ks values from
T = Ks/2λ [99], in which the mean synonymous substitu-
tion rate (λ) for Fabaceae is 6.1 × 10−9 [100]. For tandem
duplication events, the protein sequences of the gene
pairs were aligned in Clustal X 1.83, and PAL2NAL
[101] was used to guide the resultant coding sequence
(CDS) alignments. Ks, which is the number of synonym-
ous substitutions per site, was determined using the
aligned CDS in the Codeml procedure phylogenetic ana-
lysis by maximum likelihood (PAML) 4.4 [67] after all
alignment gaps were eliminated. 4DTv, which is the
transversion rate at four-fold synonymous codon posi-
tions, was also calculated by PAML at the same time.
RNA-Seq atlas and promoter analysis
RNA-Seq data were introduced to further analyze the
expression of expansin genes, and were obtained from
Soybase (http://soybase.org/soyseq/) [102]. The cis-actingelements that regulate gene expression are distributed
at 300–3000 bp upstream of the coding region, and se-
quence restriction was also taken into account in Plant-
CARE [36]. A total of 1500-bp nucleotide sequences
upstream of the coding region for each soybean expansin
gene were downloaded from Phytozome, and were sub-
mitted to PlantCARE for insilico analysis.
Estimation of functional divergence
The software DIVERGE2 was used to detect the func-
tional divergence between members of the soybean
expansin subfamilies [103]. The coefficients of Type-I
and Type-II functional divergence, θI and θII, between
the soybean expansin subfamilies were calculated. If θI
or θII is significantly greater than 0, it means that site-
specific altered selective constraints or a radical shift of
amino acid physiochemical property occurred after gene
duplication and/or speciation [103]. Moreover, a site-
specific posterior analysis was used to predict amino
acid residues that were crucial for functional divergence.
In this analysis, large posterior probability (Qk) indicates
a high possibility that the functional constraint (or the
evolutionary rate) and/or the radical change in the
amino acid property of a site is different between two
clusters [103].
Tests of positive selection
Positive selection was investigated using a maximum
likelihood approach by the Codeml procedure in PAML
4.4 [67], under the site model and branch site model.
First, accurate nucleotide sequences and related multiple
protein sequence alignments of the soybean expansins
were obtained by PAL2NAL [101]. The resulting codon
alignments and NJ tree were subsequently used in the
Codeml program from the PAML package to calculate
the dN/dS (or ω) ratio for each site, and to test different
evolutionary models.
In the site model, two pairs of site models in PAML
were chosen to test positive selection using the likeli-
hood ratio test (LRT), and to identify positively selected
sites in an orthologous group using both naive empirical
Bayes (NEB) and Bayes empirical Bayes (BEB) estimation
methods. First, models M0 (one ratio) and M3 (discrete)
were compared, using a test for heterogeneity between
codon sites in the dN/dS ratio value, ω. The second
comparison was M7 (beta) vs M8 (beta + ω >1); this
comparison is the most stringent test of positive selec-
tion [70]. When the LRT indicated positive selection,
the BEB method was used to calculate the posterior
probabilities that each codon is from the site class of
positive selection under models M3 and M8 [72].
The branch site model assumes that the ω ratio varies
between codon sites, and that there are four site classes
in the sequence. The first class of sites is highly
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second class includes neutral or weakly constrained sites,
for which ω = ω1, where ω1 is near-to or smaller-than 1.
In the third and fourth classes, the background lineages
show ω0 or ω1, whereas the foreground branches show
ω2, which may be greater than 1. When constructing the
LRTs, the null hypothesis fixes ω2 = 1, allowing sites to
evolve under the negative selection of the background
lineages being released from constraint, and to evolve
neutrally on the foreground lineage. The alternative hy-
pothesis constrains ω2 ≥ 1 [72,104]. The posterior prob-
abilities associated with specific codons falling into a site
class affected by positive selection were calculated using
the BEB method, described by Yang et al. [105].Availability of supporting data
The data sets supporting this article are included in:
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